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Students Make Another
Plea: Campus Parking
Remains A Nuisance

Under the diligent leadership of USD President Author Hughes, the schools of
business, nursing and education have been added to the campus.

by Jennifer Liu
The parking problem on campus continued
to be a major issue at the second AS Town
meeting Thursday November 17.
"The University realizes that they've wailed
too long to address this issue," said Mike
Brown, Secretary of Justice.
"The school is trying to plan for a couple of
major parking structures," Brown said. "I
don't think they can do that by charging $25
for a permit for the whole year."
Brown also said that the parking committee
is looking at ways to get students to utilize
empty spaces on campus.
In other matters, students were concerned
about the limited amount of money available
for student research.
Secretary of Academics Mike Bonte-Friedheim said that in his budget proposal for next
semester he is asking that research money be
increased from $1,500 to $3,000.
"The problem is deciding where the money
goes," said Tom Gorman, AS Vice Presi
dent.

Another concern was blank mid-term grade
reports. Because students expressed disaproval of the blank reports received this mid
term, AS president Sam Attisha said that
students will be polled at registration regard
ing this issue.
Attisha also addressed questions raised at
the last Town Meeting.
Attisha said that lighting will be installed in
front and behind the Immaculata area (DeSales to Camino-Founder).
Also a Physical Plant/Student AffairsSafety
Committee will be reinstated next semester,
according to Attisha.
More good news was that the School of
Business hopes to have all full-time faculty
within four years.
According to Attisha, the purpose of this
meeting was to hear student concerns and try
to answer their questions.
'This meeting was a little better than the
last meeting," Attisha said. "And I'm sure
the next meeting will be better than this
meeting."

Dr. Author Hughes: Once A
High School Teacher, Now
Turned University President
by John Damrose
Contrary to popular belief. Dr.
Author Hughes has not always been
the president of USD. He, too, was
once an undergraduate, faced with
many of the same uncertainties that
we ourselves now face.
Hughes' career started out typi
cally enough. On a scholarship,
the advice of his high school prin
cipal, and his desire to become an
educator, Hughes attended Eastern
Illinois University, a teacher's
college. Upon graduating with a
BS in Business Education, he
embarked on a career as a high
school teacher, something he
thought he had always wanted to
do. Yet, by his fourth year as a
teacher, he discovered "I just
didn't like it. One of the things I
was sure of was that I wasn't going

to do that for the rest of my life."
Fed up with the lack of maturity
of the students, his tedious role as a
disciplinarian, and the students'
"fiddling around" attitude toward
education, he consulted with his
old department chairman, who
encouraged him to get into college
education.
Having previously
earned a masters in Business Edu
cation, Hughes decided to give it a
try, and became a T/A at his alma
mater. He soon discovered that,
"the more I taught, the better I liked
it. 1 was very happy—and I was
pretty good at it." Eventually, he
went on to get a Ph.D., and to
become a professor of business ad
ministration at Northern Arizona
University.
He says he was tempted to leave
the education field only once, after

being offered a managerial posi
tion in the computer division of a
manufacturing firm. "When I fin
ished my Ph.D., I did it in business
administration, and I had a lot of
accounting. Also, I had gouen into
the computer field (I wrote my
dissertation on computers). It was
at this point that I thought maybe I
ought to get out of teaching and
capitalize the Ph.D. I came very
close to leaving. I had to make the
decision: Do I want to stay with
teaching or go that way [computer
field]?
Despite being offered a manage
rial position in the computer field,
Hughes decided tocontinue to teach
business administration at NAU
until, in 1964, he became the dean
of the business college there.
Continued on page 3

Hurry up and wait! USD students trying to register on
Monday afternoon. Many seniors are happy it is their
last time. Freshman pre-registration is next Tuesday
and there will be no daytime classes held.
photo by Stephanie Hogue
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Cheer Squad Expands
With Male Yell Leaders
by Buddy Hammond
The Torero basketball team will be experi
encing something new this season with the
cheer squad. There will be thirteen more
members on the squad this year, taking the
total number on the squad to eighteen.
Also, this year will be the addition of nine
male yell leaders. The squad will cheer at all
Torero home games, and the away games in
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The five veteran female members of the
squad have been practicing for the whole
summer, and attended a cheer camp this
August in Santa Barbara.
The male members have been practicing
stunts twice a week with the girls since the
first part of October.
A cheer clinic was held two weeks ago and
the tryouts were held on November 17. In
the clinic, the new girls learned a variety of
dances and stunts to be used in the tryouts.
The clinic was run by the present members
of the squad. The coach of the squad, Rosalie
Borbao, will be judging the tryouts, along
with Kandy Mink, the faculty advisor.
Practices are now being held three times a
week with the full squad, and the girls prac
tice an additional day for dances. The prac-

USD Community
Concert Choir To
Present Annual
Christmas Program
LSD News Bureau
In step with holiday preparations, the Uni
versity of San Diego Community Concert
Choir will present a traditional service of
Lessons and Carols.
Evening performances on Friday, Decem
ber 9,and Saturday, December 10, will begin
at 8:00 pm in Founders Chapel.
The program will include settings ol tradi
tional English carols, as well as music by
choir director Fr. Nicolas Rcvcles, with
accompaniment provided by University
organist Janice Fcher.
Admission is S5 for the general public and
S3 for USD students and staff.
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tices are two and a half hours long.
Starting next Monday the squad will begin
practicing ten to twelve hours a week, for the
remainder of the basketball season.
The squad hopes of attending national
competition for the '89-'90 sports season.
Coach Boarro, who is in her second season
here at USD, said that,"I'm really excited for
this season. What's really neat for meis that
this is my first year to coach with guys on the
squad. From what 1 understand, two years
ago, the squad had a few male members, but
last year we were unable to recruit enough to
make it worth their while. With nine dedi
cated guys out now, I'm really looking for
ward for this year, and have high hopes to
take the squad to nationals next year."
Mink has been the advisor for three years
and is glad of the increased interest dis
played by the new members of the squad.
"Two years ago, the squad had twenty
members on it, twelve girls for cheer, and
eight song leaders, who were male. Unfor
tunately, throughout the season, people
dropped for various reasons. The outcome
was that only seven girls lasted for the whole
season. This year, after tryouts last spring
yielded a low number, only five girls were
selected for the squad. Because of the inter
est displayed by men, a new tryout was held
Continued on page 3

Mensa Club Scholarship
Offered are 40 awards ranging from $100 to $1,000 for 1989. There is
no restriction to age, race, sex, level of post-secondary education or
financial status. Applicants must be enrolled, in the year following the
award, in a degree program in an accredited American institution of postsecondary education. Application deadline is February 1, 1989.

Soroptimist International of Los Angeles
Women graduate students who are US Citizens and residents of Califor
nia may apply for this $3,000 scholarship. The field of study isopen, but
consideration will be given to the student's potential contribution to our
society. Finalists must be available for a personal interview. Applica
tion deadline is February 10,1989.

National Federation of the Blind 1989 Scholarship Program
Several scholarships are being offered for legally blind persons pursuing
our planning to pursue a full-time post-secondary course of study. All
scholarships will be awarded on the basis of academic excellence,
service to the cumminity, and financial need. Application deadline for
all scholarships is March 31, 1989.

Attention Financial
Aid Applicants
The 1989-90 Student Aid Ap
plications for California
(SAAC's) are now available
in the financial Aid Office.
Pick one up before leaving for
the Christmas holidays. The
forms will not be mailed.

CRU I SE SHI PS
Now h i r i n g men and women.
Summer
&
Career
Opportunities.
(Uill
train)
Excellent
Pay
plus
Uorld
Travel,
Hawaii,
Bahamas,
Caribbean,
etc.
Call

Now!

206-736-7000
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Consider being a part of the 1989
Summer Conference Program Staff.
Eleven positions are
available. Employment
is from the end of
May to mid-August
Compensation
includes room &
board plus a
salary.

Financial Aid Offers
More Scholarships

For more information
stop by theResidential
Conference Program
Office (Mission
Crossroads, upperlevel). Or call x4623.

It's easier to get
money from this than
from your parents.
Our ATM card will get you instant cash from your
checking account, at hundreds of locations, any time
of the day or night (try that with Dad). .And, most
important of all, it won't ask you what you're going
to do with the money. If you're a student .call us today
at 491-3500 to apply for membership and your card.

San DiegoTeachers' Credit Union
4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue.
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Dr. Author Hughes Turned University President
Continued from page 1

Why the change?
"I had the chance to try some administra
tion and found that to be even more fulfill
ing. And it paid better. I was married and
had two children, and that made some sense,
too. Besides, it was year-round work as
opposed to nine months. People think it's a
great deal [teaching for nine months) but if
you're only paid for nine months, it's not
such a great deal!"
After four years as a dean, Hughes became
the vice-president of NAU. In 1971 he ap
plied for, and was offered the position of
president of USD. He accepted.

TOPS IN TRAVEL
•A COMPLETE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL SERVICE"
1050 ROSECRANS ST. SAN DIEGO. CA 92106

(619)223-3167

DAVETEDLOW
MANAGER

You deserve a
Thanksgiving/
Christmas
Break!!

Lowest
available
holiday fares
free delivery
to your door.

Mon-Fri 8am - 5:30 pm

Cheer Squad

Since becoming president, Hughes has believes that achieving a sense of fulfillment
successfully guided USD through a deep should be one's goal in life. "I don't know
economic deficit and continuous logistical what I would put in front of that. 1 think you
uncertainty. In the first ten years of Hughes' have to size up all the other facets of your
presidency, USD's enrollment increased by life. That and family, at least in my own
more than 100 percent, and has steadily value system, are the two most important
grown by ten percent each year. Under things."
As president of USD, Hughes sees life
Hughes, schools of business, nursing, and
education have been added to the campus, as especially fulfilled. "It's notenough to make
well as a new University Center. Fund widgets. One has to understand and appreci
raising under Hughes has grown from prac ate what those widgets are doing for people
tically nothing, to several million dollars a or be involved in some way in knowing their
productivity. And on a college campus, the
year.
Hughes' skillful handling of USD's finan result is very obvious. I know what happens
cial affairs has prompted the San Diego as a result of what I do and what the faculty
Union to say, "Verily, Author Hughes may does."
"So, this business of being fulfilled is not a
be San Diego's most successful business
frustration."
man."
According to Hughes, the path to fulfill
Asked to describe how he feels about his
career, where he is, and where he had hoped ment is "a constant process of asking 'What
to be, Hughes says that he feels fulfilled. He do I like?' 'What are my expectations?'
'What am I good at?' 'Where do I want to
be?'"
University Center Forum
"The idea of ironing out one's own abili
ties, inhibitions, expectations ... no one
came along and said one day, 'Art, sit down.
Tomorrow I want you to know what your
inhibitions are.' It takes time to face up to
them. The same way with your expecta
tions."
The path from high school teacher to presi
dent of USD has certainly been a winding
and multi-faceted one for President Hughes.
Yet while Hughes has not always known ex
Presents the Lighting and Blessing
actly what he has wanted to do or where he
of Christmas Tree
has wanted to go, this has not stopped him
December 4, following the 7:00 pm
from finding the satisfaction and fulfillment
mass.
that we all try to find in our bves.

Continued from page 2

for additional women to get the numbers the
same."
Mink is also excited about Coach Boarro
and said that USD is very lucky to have her
with the squad. "With the numbers we have
this year, the routines are going to be able get
the crowd going for the team. Coach Boarro
is very experienced and very motivated,"
and she thinks this is very good for the new
squad.

Parenting and
Volunteerism:
Skills Training
in Child and Adolescent
Development
The School of Education is sponsoring a
course in skills training in child and adoles
cent development next semester.
This course will provide students with
practical strategies useful in working with
children and adolescents in the home, in
educational seuings, and in youth organiza
tions.
Students will leant skills for enhancing
development, improving family interactions,
communicationg effectively with young
people, changing inappropriate behavior,
and reducing stress in children and adoles
cents.
The course is particulary recommended for
students anticipating volunteer and intern
ship placements with children and youth.

California
COORS LIGHT
PRESENT RMRTEUR
COMEDY NIGHT
TONITE AT A
TAVERN NEAR YOU!!

PRESENTS
the Z-90 / Coors Light Amateur Comedy Night....

TONITE
All Amateur Comedians welcomed to participate
in the Contest!
SIGN-UP AT CAFE CALIFORNIA BEFORE
7:00pm TONITE! CAll Z-90 EM or
546-5446
1st PRIZE: SKI VACATION to Mammoth courtesy of
Adventure Tours!
TOP "3" FINISHERS go to the FINALS at the
COMEDY STORE - DECEMBER 12th.

* 1st Prize- A trip to MAMMOTH, courtesy of
Adventure Tours.
* Top 3 Finishers go to FINALS on DECEMBER 12
* GRAND PRIZE: TAHOE Ski Vacation, 5 days/4 nights

A SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR BUFFET FROM 4-7pm &
90( COORS LIGHT LONGNECKS ALL NIGHT!

CAFE CALIFORNIA.... Located 1/2 mile east of 1-5 at
276-2600
2565 Clairemont Drive
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A Buck for a Book
Registration for the 89 spring semester has already
started. Picking your classes correctly can determine
if you are here for four years or five or if you salary
isgoing to be five figures or six. The class listings are
free at the registrars office but what if you want to
read up on a potential class?
This seemingly simple task will lead you to the
bookstore where you may pick up the undergraduate
bulletin for one dollar. One dollar and a trip to the
bookstore may not be much for some USD students
but for those of us who live off campus and on an
extremely tight budget aquiring the information can
turn out to be a real hassle.
When you first applied to USD they sent you a copy
freeofcharge. Ifyou walk into the admissions office

and request one they will give you one free of charge
provided you aren't currently a student here at USD. If
prospective students receive a free undergraduate bulletin
then why don't undergraduates receive a free
undergraduate bulletin?
Is the one dollar to defer printing costs. If so then the
raise in tuition must be for the loads of free information
sent out to prospective applicants and alumni. If these
mailings were reduced in frequency by one or two times
a year, which would be minimal, then wouldn't it be
possible to distribute free undergraduate bulletins to the
students prior to registration. The U.S. government,
even with all its' shortcomings has the FREEdom of
Information Act so why can't USD?

This Bomber is a Dud
Guest Editorial

by John Herrmann

Here they go again. The Pentagon has unveiled
another turkey.This time the turkey is the B-2 Stealth
bomber which is the most expensive warplanc in
history. This high-tech warplane is a prime example
of Pentagon waste.
The purpose of the B-2 is to go into the Soviet Union
after nuclear missiles have done their damage and
drop more bombs to destroy anything that may be
left. At this point of a nuclear war, the Stealth bomber
would be useless. If there are no runways left how can
the Stealth bomber take off? I just don't sec the
Pentagon's logic. They have to be kidding.
If the Pentagon orders it's 132 planes at $500
million per aircraft, the total will be a whopping $66
billion per aircraft. A Pentagon official said that he
hoped the plane would never be used in anger. If the

I

business, and a lot more than it spends on
superconductivity research, the electrical technology
that could transform future industry.
It would be a grave mistake to this country if we let
these industries slip from our grasp like so many other
industries, such as consumer electronics.
U.S. industry has lost the technological edge we enjoyed
in the past and costly Pentagon projects like the Stealth
bomber help to erode our industry even further. We
cannot afford to lose out in technology.
Expensive projectssuch as this divert national resources
to the military and away from industry. Simon Ramo, a
co-founder of TRW says, "the Stealth bomber, by the
time it enters Air Force inventory, will have used far
more resources than would have been necessary to
develop the most advanced passenger plan for

The cost is too much for it (the Stealth ) to be worthwhile.
At a time when we have a massive budget deficit this plane
makes no sense at all. It is like throwing money down the
garbage disposal.
plane will never be used then why build it in the first
place?
They will be used as bargaining chips to bring the
Soviets to the arms control table. It sounds like an
expensive bargaining chip to me. The cost is to much
for it to be worthwhile. I agree that it is a wonder of
technology, but it is a wonder of technology that we
can do without. At a time that we have a massive
budget deficit this plane makes no sense at all. It is
like throwing money down thegarbage disposal. The
price tag for these planes is much more than the
United States is paying for other technologies. It is
double the amount that the government invests to
keep the U.S. in the semiconductor equipment

commercial airlines."
It is ridiculous that many weapons and weapons systems
get research and development funding whilecommercial
industry gets the crumbs that arc left over.
If we aregoing to bring down our deficit and restore our
industries, thisgovernment hasgot tostop putting money
into high priced turkeys, like the B-l and B-2 bombers
and put money where it is really nceded-in commercial
industry.
It is time that the government gets it's priorities straight
and gives our commercial industries a fair piece of the
pie. It's time that they stop putting it into great
technological wonders that arc completely useless.

Dining Doom Redux
To the Editor:
1 know everybody who reads
this letter probably said to
themselves "not again." I agree. It
is like beating a dead horse. (Or
eating in the dining hall at every
meal). But this is something that
occurred to me that Ifeltobligated
to share. In the last three weeks, I
have missed approximately twenty
meals. "So what", you say. I
know—it's not the schools fault, it
is totally my own. But the point I
am making is that I paid for those
meals. Since I missed them, I lost
money (no matter what dining
services says about their imaginary
Missed Meal Factor). Now, since I
lost money, someone must have
made money. And it wasn't my
Uncle Norman.
The logic here is that if I paid for
meals which I didn't use,and since
it is not refundable, the school has
turned some minor profit on my
missed meals.
Every time I go into the dining
hall now, I feel an insidious desire
to waste food (but 1 don't).
Why? Just because they ask me
tocontrol costs. Why should I help
control costs though when I have
been a victim of their highway
robbery.
"Don't Waste Food."Every time
I turn around I sec one of those
plastic signs. Well what about my
missed meals? It seems to me like
they want both ends of the slick.
What I hear them say is " help us
control costs while we steal our
meals."
The head bureaucrats obviously
didn't take logic here at USD; But
by the end of the year, I'm sure
they'll have enough money saved
up from stealing meals to go here
for a semester.
Stuart Cristall
P.S. Did dining services donate all
their pirated meals to hunger
awareness week.

Meyer's Muck
I just can't sit around any longer
and read those wonderful articles
that I find every Thursday among

the pages of the VISTA. I'd really
like to know where you get your
writers, especially those whoclaim
to be educated in the field of music.
Now I'm not attacking all your
writers, (at least not at this time)
just those who have musically
inclined articles. Some have
demonstrated that they do know
music, but that Peter Meyer guy,
he's got logo. He "s just been sliding
by with his past articles, but his
new wave attack was one of the
worst articles written.
If he is going to call new wave
music that basic synthesizer crap,
there's no way hecan include such
talented superior groups as Echo
& the Bunnymen and the Smiths to
groups like of Depeche Mode.
(I'm going to exclude New Order,
because unfortunately, I've seen
them get caught up in the synthocrap. They've gone from a great
band (Joy Division and early New
Order years) to a mediocre one
caught up in the popcrowd.) I f I'm
not mistaken (and I know I'm not)
Echo and the Bunnymen and the
Smiths both contain musicians who
have repeatedly demonstrated their
knowledge of "real" instruments—
guitar, bass, drums, etc. Johnny
Marr of the Smiths, while not only
creating thosememorable licks and
lyrics found on the albums, has
continuously displayed his mastery
of the guitar both in the studio and
on the stage. The same can be
stated for Will Sargent, Echo's
guitarist, and their drummer, Pete
De Frcitas. In fact, if one were to
look at both bands, one will see
that
they
both
contain
accomplished musicians.
In Echo, there is no specific
keyboardist (synthodudc) credited
throughout an entire album: the
keyboard player was notan original
member of the band. For the
Smiths, there is no keyboard
player— it is all "real" music. In
fact, just for your information Mr.
Meyer, Johnny Marr not only has
mastered the guitar but also the
piano (not keyboard), harmonica,
mandolin, vamp, and harmonium.
Oh, about the Smiths not having
continued on page 5
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Commentary

USD Needs a Revised
Alcohol Policy
by John Dasher
I must have missed some big point USD is
tryingtomake. Eitherthat,orUSDisshowing
yet another one of its many hypocritical
faces.
Our school, for all of its supposed
intelligence, buries it's head in the sand like
an ostrich when it comes to alcohol policy.
They really believe that if there exists a nonalcohol policy on campus, people will not
drink. This is sad. As a result of this policy,
people drink off campus. How do they get
there? They drive. Then, after becoming
intoxicated, they drive back.
Granted, people should drink responsibly.
But the fact of the matter is, they don't. I
can't tell you how many times I've seen
people get pulled over by San Diego's finest
after leaving the famousTio's USD night on
Wednesdays. USD's solution is to dump a
lot of money into college cab. Typical.
If our school would only understand that by
keeping alcohol on campus rather than off,
San Diego would be a safer place.
First, people wouldn't have to drive. No
accidents, no DWI's, no need to worry.
Case in point - a USD student some lime
back went to Mexico, got drunk, drove all of
the way back to campus, only to drive 70
mph on Marian Way, hit a drainage canal,
and crash, seriously injuring both passengers
and property.
Second, if the University was controlling
the alcohol, maybe, just maybe, they might
be able to teach responsible alcohol usage.
Third, USD might develop a real social
scene besides Tio Leo's. (No, not that!)
Think about it. I f there were a single gathering
place where people could hang out together
on campus, students might be more unified
and spirited. As it is now, they spread out to
any of San Diego's many, many bars.
Last, USD would make money. That, after
all, is something USD understands.
Hopefully, though, they could find something
other than palm trees to spend it on...

OPINION

The Bitter Legacy Of
ICi;

Well, George Schulz managed to stand on
his principals this time, and it's really
unfortunate that he had to pick t his time to
do it.
I am referring to the State Department's
barring of Yassir Arafat from obtaining a
visa to enter the U.S. in order to speak at the
United Nation's General Assembly.
I agree with with Schulz that Arafat, and the
PLO, have not renounced and in fact still
support, albeit surreptitiously, terrorist
activities. Arafat himself has well known
lies with one of the fugitives from the Achille
Llauro incident.
However, it is also true that Arafat has the
U.N.'s permission to speak, and the U.S.
agreed not to interfere with U.N. business
when the decision was made to build the
headquerters in New York.
Also, contrary to statements from the
administration, Arafat himself is no real
terrorist threat. He would be limited in his
movements while here, surrounded by secret
service agents,and wewould know his agenda
far in advance.

Letters:
continued from page 4
the guts to play together I'm sure you'll feel
the same about Echo if the rumors are true.),
1 was wondering how you feel about such
groups as Led Zeppelin, the Beatles, the
Clash, the Rolling Stones, and Pink Floyd,
Mr. Meyer? I guess once they've reached
their creative maximum together, they don't
have the right to pursue further musical
goals outside the group. Even worse, if they
can't get along, shouldn't they break up?
Have you ever thought that problems among
band members wil1effect the quality of music
they produce, Mr. Meyer? No, you probably
haven't.
Well I've said basically all that I wanted to
. I just wanted to rest assured that I wouldn' t
read future articles of Mr. Meyer's
proclaiming that classical music is annoying
because thereare too many violins or that the
William Tell Overture is a musical failure

Now I'm not attacking all of
your \vriters...Some have
demonstrated that they know
music, but that Peter Meyer
guy, he's got to go...his new
wave attack was one of the
worst articles written.

Israeli-Palestinean
Relations

Schulz Screws up Arafat Decision
by Brian Costlow
Opinion Editor
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because they use cannons and not "real"
instruments during one of the movements.
Yes. it is true that I am a fan of Echo & the
Bunnymen and the Smiths, but I hope that
this letter has given Mr. Meyer a little more
knowledge in "his field" of writing so that
we, as readers, won't suffer any more of his
tantrums. If not, I guess that both Mr. Meyer
and Mr. Sligh can sit around and share the
overwhelm ingacquisition of knowledge they
have learned from this school. Meyer, have
you taken geology too? You both have rocks
in your heads.
David S. Carpenter Jr.
P.S. In reference to that U2 article, whatever
happened to October? Did we just forget to
mention this album?

PNC Won't Go Far Enough

The latest moves by the various players
The real (and quite obvious) reason for
barring Arafat is that Schulz wants to make and supporting castmembcrs in the middle
an idealogical statement. One wonders where east has only further confused the issue of
this burst of idcalogy wasduring Iran-Contra. Palcslinean independence.
However from a pragmatic point of view,
Almost immediately after the Palestincan
Schulz has accomplished nothing.
National Council proclaimed indcpendcdnce
Most of the rest of the U.N. nations want to for a palestinean state, everyone but Pceaccommodate Arafat, just so they will not be Wee Herman had theirown interpretation of
perceived as anti-palcstincan. Most of our events.
allies, while realizing that the PLO hasa long
The PLO recognized U.N. resolution 242,
way togo before it can beseriously considered seemingly "implicitly" recognizing Israel's
as seeking peace in the middle east, also right to exist. However they also recognized
realize that the PLO will have to play a major another equating Zionism with racism.They
role in any settlement. By keeping Arafat called for U.N. troops to replace Israeli ones
from the U.N., Schulz has angered many of in the West Bank and Gaza.
The hardliners in the PLO were careful not
our allies for nothing.
Arafat will address the U.N. any way, except to explicitly recognize Israel's right to exist
he'll do it in Geneva. The moving of the or set any limits on the boundaries toa future
General Assembly there will garner even palestinean state. They also renounced ter
more publicity and sympathy for the PLO, rorism but continued to recognize the right
helping to conceal the fact that their of the people "to struggle in pursuit of their
acceptance of U.N. resolution 242, is only independence." For the PLO, wich is inca
the first tentative step, and not a definitive pable of mounting even a guerilla war
final one, on the rocky road to peace.
against Israel, the means of the struggle has
George, you really dropped the ball on this been, and will continue to be terrorism.
one.
However, the nonaligned, and even many
of the western european nations, are fawn
ing all over Arafat like he wasthe Palestinean

Thomas Jefferson.
The Palestinean declaration of independ
ence was nothing more than a smokescreen
designed to elicit support for the PLO with
out requiring them to make any kind of a real
commitment.
At best, it'sa start toward some kind of real
political agenda for the PLO, but if not
imroved upon, and soon, it will just lead to
more anger and confusion.
If the PNC really wants to be recognized as
the Palestinacn parliment-in-exile, it's time
to put their cards on the table. They need to
recognize Israel's right to exist, renounce
terrorism and enforce the ban, set explicit
permanent boundaries for a Palestinean state
on the West Bank and Gaza, and start talking
directly to Israel.
However, if they took this step at this point,
it's likely that someone from George
Habash 's Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine would blow up a few Palestinean
moderates to show their objections, and then
waste a few Israeli's to puntuate the point.
Until the PNC can control these fringe
factions and put a coherent offer on the table,
a resolution to the Palestinean problem is a
distant dream.
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Communication Studies
Society Newly Formed
by Amy Capen
The first meeting of the newly formed
Communication Studies Society (CSS) met
on Thursday, November 17. The meeting
resulted with a turnout of 47 students.
This was an excellent turnout, according to
Patsy Lee, one of the club's founders.
Lee staled that CSS represents over onethird of the communications majors and
minors at USD.
Lisa Doezie and Patsy Lee are the founders
and organizers of the club. They said that the
general goals of the club are to promote
professional development and social
enhancement between communications

majors, minors, faculty and outside
professionals.
This professional objective would include
various workshops such as resume writing
and mock interviewsputon by professionals
in our field, Lee said.
Dr. Larry Williamson, Chairman of the
Communications Department, said it is
important for communications majors and
minors to get involved in these workshops
and other outside programs such as
internships.
"Many people are still unclear as to exactly
what one does with a communications
degree," Williamson said. "Thisis something
Continued on page 7

College Cab Jeopardized by Abuse;
AS Members Analyzing Problems
by John Roberts
USD's College Cab program may be in
jeoprady. This service,
designed to
accomodate students during times when they
are either unable to drive or unable to return
to campus in any way, has been repeatedly
abused.

So far this semester, S2.360 has been spent
on College Cab. This amount is significantly
higher than the figure last year at the same
time (this year's amount has exceeded last
year's by more than S1,000). Thus a
committee has been formedby the AS Senate
Continued on page 7

USD Celebrates Xmas
Through Mass, Toy Drive
by Celine Vachon
Christmas is drawing near, and with the
season comes the feeling of "peace and
good will to all men."
USD is doing its part in preserving the
Christmas spirit.
Several student
organizations are spreading Christmas
cheer throughout the community during
the holidays.
To stan the season, Campus Ministry
has scheduled a Christmas mass in the
University Forum AB on December 4 at
7:00pm. Students and faculty are invited
to take panin this community celebration.
In addition to the mass, a Christmas tree
baring the names and ages of a variety
boys and girls, will be blessed. This
blessing will mark the beginning of the
annual toy drive sponsored by Campus
Ministry in conjunction with AS.
The toys collected willgo to the children
of 17 Indian reservations throughout the
East County. Students are welcome to
take a name and buy a gift appropriate to
a child of that particular gender and age.
After the mass, the tree will remain in
the lobby of the UC to give students the

opportunity to help a less fortunate
individual at Christmas.
Campus Ministry will further provide a
penance service on December 6 at 5:00
pm in Founders Chapel.
The
reconciliation serviceis to allow students
to prepare for the Christmas season
spiritually.
Another organization celebrating the
true meaning of Christmas is
Neighborhood Community,a division of
Community Service. They will sponsor
a clothing drive beginning next Monday
to reach out to the immediate surrounding
communities during the holiday season.
Volunteers for Youth works with various
junior high and elementary children of
the San Diego Community. They will
give "the gift of music" when they take
the children they have worked with
throughout the semester to the San Diego
Symphony on December 3.
W hat are you going to do this Christmas?
How about getting involved in the
Christmas spirit? Remember, Santa Claus
is always watching, so "Be good for
goodness sake!"

Only 24 Shopping Days Left Till
Christmas; Better Get to Work

•

,

•

THERE ARE PEOPLE OUT
THERE THAT

THE A.S. LARK PRESENTS

NEED YOU !!!

'Be

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
TEACHING
AN ADULT HOW TO READ,
PLEASE CONTACT NANCY AT

THURS., DEC. 8
Doors open at 9:00 p.m.
$1.00 donation
Proceeds go to the Uiejas
Indian Reservation

MARDI GRAS
CANDIDATE
MEETING

MARDI GRAS '89
February 2-4
is the Buzz
word this Spring
Volunteers needed!
C a l l D e r r i c k Johnson

No experience n e c e s s a r y , j u s t
need a good a t t i t u d e .
* E a r n one u n i t f o r
Sociology or Psychology *

The AS Concert Board Presents

un dorfid&hz

for Queen and Rex

Wed., Dec. 7
7:00 p.m., U.C.107

Volunteer Resources 260-4798.

I
Starred on:
;"Saturday Night Live" "Not Necessarily the News"'
!
"The Rich Hall Show"
•• • • • • •

Friday December 2, 1988
USD Camino Theatre
Tickets $5.00 at USD Box Office
-

lift

Film Forum Presents

"It's A
Wonderful
Life"
SUNDAY, DEC. 4
8:00 p.m., Forum AB
SINHTO/IFAOTLTO

UI ME HMD
CHEESE
FRIDAY, DEC,2
3 - 6 p.m., f a c u l t y
dining room

111

Communication Society Formedone can't always leam in the context of a
class."
Williamson added that one of the major
goals of the club is to enhance students'
understanding on exactly what it means to be
a communications major.
"1 couldn't believe in it more," Williamson
said. "And if I didn't, 1 wouldn't be here."
Though the guidelines of the club are very

general now, Doezie and Lee said that
organization of it should begin as soon as
possible.
Lee announced that the next meeting will
be held on Thursday, December 1, at 7:00
p.m. in UC107.
Election of club officers will be held at this
meeting, Lee added. Any major or minor in
the communications field is eligible to run.

College Cab Abuses—
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have neglected to take down the students ID
number.
One obvious aspect of the abuse is that if this
program has to be modified in any way, it
could leave students who legitimately need its
services left, in effect, stranded. In the days
and weeks to follow decisions from the AS
Senate will determine the fate of the College
abusing thisprogram, but often thecab drivers
Cab program.

to find a way to work the program more
efficiently.
One idea that has been proposed is selling
coupons to the students if they wish to use the
College Cab program, thus cutting down the
university's bill.
Apparently there have been repeat offenders

PARAPSYCHOLOGY
THE STUDY OF THE SUPERNATURAL
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San Diego's Downtown
Moves Uptown
With Restoration

by Stacey Stanfield
The downtown San Deigo area will soon be government buildings which no longer meet
the needs of the increasingly complex city.
undergoing restorations. In an effort to better
Objects of these changes will be City Hall,
accomodate and enhance the beauty of a city
the State Office Building, the County
which is outgrowing its resources, a plan has
Courthouse, the Police Station, and the
been designed to accomplish this while still
moderating the city's growth. As a result, we Central Library. These are just a few of the
many facilities which San Diego has
will see much renovation and rebuilding in
outgrown.
the core of our city.
Aesthetic changes will be made in order to
Many changes will focus on transportation.
Parking isaconsistant problem in San Diego. maintain the attractiveness and culture of
This is particularly true for the Amtrak station, San Deigo in the downtown area. A limit will
the Santa Fe Depot. The train station will be be set on the number of reflective high-rise
buildings in order to prevent overkill.
building a 17-acre parking lot to help deal
Buildings in need of retirement may be the
with the shortage of spaces. These will be in
future location of museums and other such
addition to other underground parking
attractions. The beauty of Balboa Park may
structures which will also be developed.
be extended through long, grassy "corridors"
People will soon be able to avoid parking
along
10th and 11th Avenues. Fountains,
altogether by taking advantage of the San
statues, and landscaping throughout the area
Diego Trolley, which will be routed to the
will contribute to the downtown atmosphere.
Amtrak Station. Eventually, the Trolley will
If implemented properly, the downtown
be making iLs way to destinations beyond
plan will be most effective in enhancing San
downtown, such as La Jolla. Also in the
works is a bus corridor along Broadway, the Diego while preventing it from becoming
main street downtown.
Renovations will be implemented on several

Dec. 7-11: Nikolai Pavlenko and his tiger show are one of the eleven acts of the
Moscow Circus performing at the Sports Arena.

2001: Explore This Odyssey
by Staccy Stanfield
Experience the motion picture 2001: A
Space Odyssey as it was intended to be-on a
tilted dome screen in 70 mm in full stereo!
The Reuben H. Fleet Space Theatre and
Science Center is extending its engagement
of this cinematic landmark through December

11.
This special event is being held in
comcmmoration of the film's 20th

anniversary. Show times are 8 pm Thursdays
through Saturdays and 5 pm on Sundays.
Admission is $6.50 for adurts, $4.50 for
juniors (ages 5-15), and $5.00 for seniors
(age,60 and up).
Tickets can be purchased for same day
showings at the theatre or in advance through
Tickctmastcrs (278-TIXS). Call 238-1168
for more information. Explore the universe
in this unforgettable space adventure!

just another overcrowded city.

by Linda Bush
THEATER:
Contemporary Art is the major exhibition of
The San Diego Repertory Theater presents Joan Mitchell's work from 1951 to the
the holiday favorite, A Christmas Carol. present. The collection of the cxpatriot,
Charles Dickens' classic talc of greed and
abstract expressionist American painter's
generosity plays through the month of
work will make its only Southern California
December. On Dec. 4 there will be an
appearance here in San Diego. Showing
interpreted performance for the benefit of
from Dec. 2 to Jan. 29. Call 454-3541 for
the hearing impaired. For more info call
more details.
235-8025.
MUSIC AND DANCE:
FILM:
The International Gallery presents folk singer
Visually astounding and mind hypnotizing,
Sam Hinton. The performance entided A
Powaqqalsi and Koyaanisqatsi will be shown
Holiday Folk Concert is one to be enjoyed
back to back on Thursday, Dec. 1 at the Ken
with family or friends on Dec. 3,11:00 am,
theater. Godfrey Reggio's adaptation of the
at the Gallery. 643 G Street, downtown.
wonder of human life is perfectly matched
235-8255.
with the sounds of Phillip Glass. The first
Nouvcau dance comes to the Sushi
shows at 7:30 pm followed by Koyaanisqatsi
Performance Gallery from Dec 1-4. Tim
at 9:30 pm. Call 283-5909 for directions if
Miller in Some Golden State.?performs to the
needed.
themes of teenage sexuality and the stagnation
ART AND EXHIBITIONS:
of suburbia norms in Ca. For info 235-8466.
Coming to the La Jolla Museum of

WOMEN/"
xjriomq our yo&*i
DINING SERVICES PLUS ACCOUNT
BUY BACK
If you will not be returning to USD for the Spring Semester, Dining
Services will buy back any monies over $10.00 at 35% of their value.
You can request a refund at the Dining Services Office, UC, beginning
Monday, December 5 through Friday, December 16, 1988. YOU MUST
PRESENT YOUR WITHDRAWAL FORM FOR A REFUND. If you
are returning to USD for Intersession or Spring Semester, your PLUS
account monies will carry over from Fall.

lllfld*
vVviA*

SEN ROLE STEREOTVPES IN
THE WORKPLACE
"The Workplace Hustle"
a film with discussion to follow...
December 7,
5:30 - 6:30pm
DESALES 107

J

Y)u dorit need
yourparents'money
tobuyaMadnlosh.
Just theirsignatme.
It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh* computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below, or
call 800-831-LOAN.AU your
parents need to do is"
fill it out, sign it, and

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

F

j

_

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.
*

IntroducingApples
Student Loan-tO-Own Program
(Customized Campus Information)

© I9H8 Apple Computer. In. Apple, the Apple logo, and Mac intosh are registered trademarks of Apple Grmputer. Im

Academic Computing in affiliation with the USD Bookstore
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Cocoon II Emerges Sucessfully
by Peter Meyer

The elderly and infirm of this country have
almost been completely shut out from soci
ety due to ageism and the common practice
of shipping elderly relatives off into boring,
prison-like rest homes. Rarely do the elderly
gel out and live. 1985 saw the release of Co
coon, a science fiction story about seniors
who along with Steve Guttenberg (of Police
Academy fame) help some aliens get home.
Coocon also featured Don Ameche and
Tahnee Welch, daughter of Raquel. Coocon
got rave reviews and the end of the plot
shows a group of seniors packing it up and
going with the aliens.
1988 brings us Coccon, The Return. Five
years have passed and the aliens must return
to Earth to retrieve some pods left there in the
first movie. The whole gang decides to visit
prompting some hilarious reunions with
relatives who thought the group had died in
a boating accident some five years previous.
Steve Guttenberg just carries over his
Mahoney character from Police Academy
and put it in the place of Jack the boat
captain. The plot revolves around getting
back the pods before the evil government

Night Ranger Moves With Motion

,
Tom Grant, one of easy listening's hottest

Tom Grant: Cure For Finals Stress
by Peter Meyer
1988 has brough an influx of "new age",
"no speak", and "easy listening" music. So
much so that sometimes it gets hard to tell the
garbage from the good stuff. Tom Grant is
one of the good. This Northwestern based
musician has just released another album,
entitled Mango Tango.
Some may be turned off by the title or by
"easy listening" music altogether.I was that
way for awhile. New age is for boring old
farts or for yuppies driving to work in their
BMWs. Wrong, easy listening is just that. I
found it a lot easier to steady while listening
to Tom Grant rather than Led Zeppelin or
New Order.
In a quick interview Tom gave a brief
synopsis of his style and influences. His
influences range from "Herbic Hancock and
Miles Davis to John Collrane." He played
here in San Diego on November 27 at the
Bacchanal. The album opens with "Mango
Tango" a carribbcan influecncd tune that
will have you longing for the white sands of
the islandsas you pour over your calculus for

finals.
"Private Beach"is Grant's favorite song off
of the album. "I get to play piano" was
Grant's line for picking a favorite song.
"Private Beach" will be the first single off
the album and according to Grant is very
daring of his company, Gaia Records, to do
so. When asked about the new age scene
Grant said " I like some of it, like Patrick
0'Hcam."On modem music:"I used to watch
MTV like a drug but now 1 don't andI don't
buy too many records."
In concert Tom Grant is "definitely more
intense". As well as his original maticrial he
may toss in a Hcndrix or Charlie Parker
cover to keep the crowd on their toes.
Overall Tom Grant and Mango Tango are
faithful products. It's lablcd as easy listening
and that's what it puts out. Easy listening
isn't just for old fogeys. Tom Grant's music
can change a stressful day into a relaxing one
and can take out thesling of theF you just got
on your final so check it out and take a break.

MICROBIOLOGISTS,
SPEEDY RESEARCH
Reports:
$4.00 per page
Materials for research
assistance use only!!
6546 Hollywood Blvd.,
2nd Floor, Room 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30 - 6:30
Sat 11:00-4:00
Call Today! (213)463-1257

scientists get them (Guttenberg and Welch)
and the dilemnas faced by the seniors as
whether to return to the perfect society of the
aliens and live forever or to stay on Earth,
watch their grandkids grow, and ultimately
die.
At times the movie addressed the problem
of senior citizens with humor and at other
times I felt like the movie was preaching,
especially in the opening scenes. The rela
tionships between all of the characters are so
strong that it draws you in until you feel like
you are one of the family. At times it got a
little corny while at others you wanted to
break down and cry.
Cocoon, The Return is rated PG-13 do to
some unnecessary,but hilarious swearingby
the seniors. As far as sequels go Return is
pretty good. If you saw Cocoon then you
must see the sequel. Overall this movie
lets you leave the theatre feeling good about
yourself and about the world in general and
it is a good cure if you are having a really
lousy day.Igive Cocoon, The Return a seven
out of ten and that's being a little conserva
tive.

READY FOR A CHANGE OF PACE?
The Air Force can make you
an attractive offer—
outstanding compensation
plus opportunities for profes
sional development. You can
have a challenging practice
and time to spend with your
family while you serve your
country. Find out what the Air
Force offers biomedical lab
officers/microbiologists.
Call

619-292-8864
COLLECT

by Kristine Ashton
Night Ranger has just released their fifth
album entitled, Man In Motion. This LP is
more guitar oriented, like their first album.
Dawn Patrol. Man In Motion is destined
to outsell last year's effort. Big Life,
which produced no hit singles.
After the recent departure of keyboardist
Alan Fitzgerald, Night Ranger had the
chance to refocus itself. A greater empha
sis was placed on the twin guitar attack of
Brad Gillis and Jeff Watson to give this
album a greater punch.
I was impressed with Night Ranger's
new, tougher sound. My favorite song is
the title track, "Man In Motion". It has a
much heavier and upbeat sound than the
other songs on the album. Before hearing
this album I doubt that I would'vc recog
nized this song as Night Ranger's.

ON Top

LONDON INTERNSHIPS
DESIGNED BY

American Association of
Overseas Studies
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN
LONDON, EUROPE & ISRAEL
FILM - LAW
BUSINESS - ARTS
COMMUNICATIONS - GOVT

Fall & Spring Semesters
Abo Available
GRE, GMAT. LSAT, MCAT
Tutoring
Janet Kollek, J. D.
Director AAOS
158 W. 81 - NYC 10024
ff 212.724.0804 or
800.EDU.BRIT (outside NY)

The "new" Night Ranger is made up of
Jack Blades on lead vocals and bass, Brad
Gillis on lead and rythym gutiars and
backround vocals, Kelly Kcagy on drums,
and Jeff Watson on lead guitar. Jesse
Bradman, who is known for his work with
Eddie Money and Aldo Nova, assists on
keyboards and backround vocals.
Man In Motion's first single, "I Did It
For Love" is a soaring rock ballad with
passion and drive. My other favorites from
the album include "Love Shot Me Down",
"Halfway to the Sun'Yand "Right On
You". Every song on the album is worth
listening to. In my opinion, Night Ranger's
new style is a success. Catch them live at
the Bacchanal on the 13.

Kaplan
"Early Bird" classes.
Take one and
fly high on test day
Want high scores on the MCAT.
LSAT, GMAT,DAT. or GRE? Then
get intohigh gear with a Kaplan
"Early Bird" class.
We II prepare youfor oneof
these career-shapingexams and
still leave youplenty of time to
spare. Andif you need a quick
refresher before the exam, bone
up with our Test-N-Tape' series at
any of our 120 centers. Right up to
the last minute.
Soenroll. Today Because
everyone knows what the early
bird gets.

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 277-6744
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Old Doors Are Being Re-Opened
by Peter Meyer

The Doors, one of the greatest rock and roll
bands of all limes have recently been brought
back into the limelight with the release of
The Lost Writings of Jim Morisson, Wilder
ness and and Ray Manzarek's West coast
poetry tour. 1 recently had a chance to sample
both.
Ray Manzarek and long time Doors associ
ate Michael Mc Clure brought their piano/
poetry show to SDSU's Backdoor just be
fore Thanksgiving break. Opening for leg
endary poet Jim Carroll Manzarek and Mc
Clure entranced the audience with inspiring
and mystical poems.
Manzarek's outstanding piano playing along
with Mc Clure's haunting, fatherly voice
took the audiece through the doors of per
ception on a roller coaster ride of love, hate,
joy, and despair. Mc Clure, a long time
drinking buddy of J im Morrison, is truly one
of the greatest poetsof the seventies if not the
eighties.
The highlight of the evenings two shows
was Mc Clure's piece, "Eagle In A Whirl
pool" read to Manzarek's musical accompanyment of the Door's classic, "Riders On
The Storm." This piece took the entire audi
ence, albeit a small one, to a place far from
the confines of the Backdoor.
The best part of the show was its' original
ity. Both Mc Clure and Manzarek capital
ized on their current maticrial not relying on
old stuff and not exploiting their famous
origins. This show or recital was probably
the best and most intense that I've ever seen.

San Diego Together Bash Excels

Yesterday two dozen of San Diego's most
acclaimed
blues and jazz arutsts teamed up
And to see one of the members of The Doors
for
"San
Diego
Together," a countywid se
was the icing on the cake.
ries
of
benefit
concerts
designed to raise
On the literary side of Doors History comes
Wilderness, a collection of previously unre- funds for the homeless and AIDS research.
Yesterday's performers included The Beat
leased poetry by Jim Morrison. This collec
tion covers Morrison's entire career from his Fanners, Big Fins, The Blonde Bruce Band,
first poem ever, "Horse Latitudes" up until Borracho Y Loco, Comanche Moon, Coy
matierial written shortly before his death in ote. Crystal, Dr. Feel Good and the Interns of
Love, Fattburger, The Forbidden Pigs,Limbo
Paris in 1971.
Slam,
The Mighty Penguins, The Paladins,
There is only one way to describe the read
Peter
Sprague,
Private Domain, The Rick
ing, heavy. The visions that Morrison's
Galazy
Band,
RV
and the Shadows, and
writings bring ranges from primal terror to
ultimate despair to overwhelming joy. Re Wasted Talent. Clubs participating in the
leased to coincide with the 45lh anniversary event included The Bacchanal, The Belly
of Morrisons' Dec. 7 birthday this 209 page Up, The Catamaran, The Country Bumokin,
anthology is a must for any Doors fan and for The Dance Machine, The Landing, The Old
any Poetry major tired of the current classics. Del Mar Cafe, The Old PB Cafe, Park Place
I say current because in the next four or five
years as more light is shed on Morrison's
matierial it will be obvious that he was one of
the greatest poets of the twentieth century.
Wilderness will also bring Morrison's name
Dec. I They Might Be Giants,
out the muck that the public has dragged it
SDSU Backdoor, 9:00 pm.
through. Some see Morrison as a drugged
Dec. 5 Queensryche and
out lunatic while others see him as a vision
Metallica, Sports Arena, 7:30 pm.
ary poet of the highest calibcre. Whether
these things signal a rcsurgance in the inter
est of the Doors or an exploitation of the
Doors is obvious. When Echo and The
Bunnymen re-recorded "People AreStrange"
that was an exploitation. Both of these works
by Kristine Ashton
are legitimate and for those who missed
Van Halen rocked a near capacity crowd at
Manzarek then you missed out. Wilderness
the
San Diego Sports Arena on November
is published by Villard Books and is avail
19,
in their only Southern California per
able at most rcatail bookstores so you have
formance.
This show was chosen as one of
no excuse not to pick it up.
the locations for recording for their upcom
ing live album.
Opening for Van Halen was Private Life, a
two woman, three man band from Louisiana.
Van Halen met this band in their home state
and invited them toopen their post-Monsters
of Rock tour. Eddie Van Halen also coproduced their debut album. Shadows. Pri
vate Life showed potential, but was not the
right band to open for Van Halen. They
lacked the fire to warm the crowd up for such
an explosive band.
Van Halen came onstage promptly at 9:00,
after Private Life's half hour set. Van Halen
opened with "There's Only One Way To
Rock", off of Sammy Hagar's Standing
Hampton album. There was an immeadiatc
change in the atmosphere the moment Van
Halen hit the stage. The crowd rose to their
feet, you could feel the intensity not present

, Rio's, Smokey's, The Spirit, and Winston's.
Proceeds from yesterday's event will benefit
three area charities: Lumen Christi, a North
county based church group that provides
housing for the homeless; the San Diego
AIDS Project; and San Diego Youth and
Community Services.
Over 3000 people participated in the vari
ous concerts throughout the county yester
day. According to Kevin Morrow of Falk
and Morrow, who organized the event, "The
project was the first of its' kind in that all the
bands are donating their services and the
clubs are donating the night's proceeds to
charity.

Trips To Take
Dec. 8 Pat Benatar, Civic Thatre,
7:30 pm.
Dec. 13, Night Ranger, Bacchanal,.
7 & 10 pm.

Van Halen Shakes Sports Arena

ARMED WITH
GARLIC
AND ONIONS

NYPD PIZZA

during Private Life's set
Van Halen played a full two hour seL They
covered msost of the matierial from OU182,
along with Van Halen classics, "Panama",
"Running With The Devil", "Talkin' 'Bout
Love", and "You Really Got Me."
Bassist Michael Anthony played some re
ally intense solos which really impressed the
crowd. Alex Van Halen performed an elecrifying drum solo on a circular, rotating plat
form which rose into the air accompanied by
spectacular explosions.
Sammy Hagar's solo on "Where Eagles
Fly" was a hit with the crowd. That song,
along with Hagar's "I Can't Drive 55" were
the only songs that really encouraged audi
ence participation. The crowd was so enthu
siastic anyway, that Hagar told them he'd
want them on the live album even if they
didn't use all the song from the show. Secu
rity didn't appear to be very tight as three
lucky fans managed to jump onstage and
touch their idols.
Van Halen ended the show with impressive
renditions of Led Zeppelin's classic, "Rock
And Roll" and The Who's "My Generation".
Overall, Van Halen's enthusiastic perform
ance was a night to be remembered.

COMPLETE YOUR
RESUME!
T.M.

FREE DELIVERY - ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS
$5 MINIMUM PURCHASE

296-0911

6110 Friars Road
1/2 Mile West of Fashion Valley
at Via Las Cumbres

It can be yours as an Air Force
Pilot. Ifs not easy, but the re
wards are great You'll have all
the Air Force advantages, such
as 30 days of vacation with
pay each year and complete
medical care—and much more.
If you're a college graduate or
soon will be, AIM HIGH. Contact
your Air Force recruiter for
details about Officer Training
School and pilot training. Call

Prospective employers want more
than good grades - they want
experience. Get that experience,
and a great part time job. Flexible
hours and paid training with the

PACIFIC GROUP
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

619-292-8862 COLLECT

CALL 563-2000
I
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Editor's Note:

Thanksgiving and
Dirty Underwear
by Chris Orr
When Thanksgiving Vacation roiled
around, I went home. Wait! There's more. It
wasn't as simple as getting in my car and
going home. It never is. There's always a lot
of dumb stuff like packing and gassing up
(the car that is).
The last day of class is always really dumb.
I happen to be one of those less intelligent
ones who goes to class on the last day. Even
though I know 1 will be the only one there. I
also have teachers who have nothing belter
to do but to lecture to one person for the
entire class period.
Packing is a real bother loo. Well, I don't
really pack. I just take three months worth of
dirty underwear and throw it in the trunk for
my mother to clean.
The drive home is a real thrill. Everybody
has these grand plans of dodging traffic all
the way home. Ha! Double Ha! I ran into
bumper to bumper traffic on Linda Vista and
it lasted all the way home. Three hundred
miles! Three hundred!
It sure saves on gas though. Just get in front
of a Mack truck and have it push you all the
way home.
Las Vegas sure is a fun place to go for
Thanksgiving vacation. Boy! Oh! Boy! 1
sure did have fun. I got home and I did my
laundry. Wheee! Ha! Ha! Jump for joy!
Thanksgiving dinner sure was neat though.
It's the only time of the year where mom can
cook as much food as she possibly can in
order to have enough Turkey left overs to last
for the entire next calendar year.
I guess we'll be having turkey sandwiches,
turkey casserole, turkey salad, turkey cold
cuts, turkey donuts, you get the picture. My
care packages for the rest of my life will
probably have turkey in them. I hate turkey.

After stuffing ourselves silly with turkey, I
called some of my friends to see if they
would like to party. My luck this weekend
wasreallybad. Two of them were down with
Salmonella poisoning and the rest were
complaining of ruptured stomaches. I guess
going for a roller coaster ride was out of the
question.
Gambling if your underage in Las Vegas is
a risky proposition at best. Especially if your
one of the honest (read: stupid) ones with no
fake ID.
Even playing the slot machines you chance
having some four hundred pound bouncer
named Guido giving you a two inch neck.
Only if you win however. They don't mind
if you put in hundreds of quarters if you lose.
They do object to winning, however.
If you do manage to win keep it to yourself.
Don't be a gonzo like me and jump up and
down and yell. I only won fifty cents, appar
ently Guido's boss Luigi doesn't like it if you
win anything.
When it finally came time to come back to
school, I couldn't wait. I was looking for
ward to a nice peaceful ride back. Boy am I
dumb!
Apparently fifty million other
people had the same idea I did. I ran into
traffic right outside my driveway that lasted
all the way to San Diego.
Only it was much worse this time. Fifty
million drivers with indigestion are not
courteous drivers. Three hundred miles of
cussing, honking drivers docs not encourage
a pleasant mood.
Finally I got back to my dorm room. The
refrigerator is full of turkey leftovers and I'm
feeling pretty tired after 18 hours of stop and
go traffic. I'm ready for anything now,
except for one thing. I forgot my underwear.

Top Seven Reasons for Abusing College Cab:
1. Not enough gas in the BMW.
2. Meet minority groups.
3. Gave cab fare to bartender.
4. Large Marine becoming too frisky.
5. Border Patrol couldn't take a joke.
6. Pacers "Just a Kiss Away" but loo far to
walk.
7. Designated driver passed out.

...Oh, I'm sorry to hear that. I only let
a woman screw me over 10 or 15 times
before I say "No More."

sure to catch his show tomorrow night.
Where else can you go on a Friday night
and see a hilarious guy for less than the
price of a movie? True, normally you
could drop by my room, but I won't be
there, I'm going to the show.
Have a good weekend and drive safely.
Kent Sligh
Off-Beat Editor

As pan of my private crusade to
promote public awareness about the
important things in this world I am taking
this lime to tell you readers that Rich Hall
is coming to USD.
I have seen Rich Hall do stand-up on
"Comedy at the Improv" and the man is
FUNNY. With this in mind I wanted to tell
all you Off-Beat readers (both of you) to be

Profanity, Golf and Me

M

I always end up behind people that take 45
minutes to finish each hole. These are the
same people who spend an additional 15
minutes standing in the middle of the course
arguing about their score.
ABBOT: I got a four.
COSTELLO: No no. You for get you hit
your ball behind this mound. You got a five.
ABBOT: I got a four. YOU got a five.
COSTELLO: No no no. I had three.
ABBOT: Five.
COSTELLO: Three.
ABBOT: Five.
COSTELLO: Three.
(continue for 15 minutes)
Usually when I get behind these people I
try to subtly urge them on by turning to the
person I'm with and announcing things like
"Gosh, is it getting dark already? It seems
like we've only been at this hole for an hour,"
or "Gee, if the guy ahead of us doesn't hurry
up I'll get bored enough to shove this <3>#*!!
putter down his throat."
Last Saturday our group was behind a
young couple and their five-year-old son.
This little boy was unable to hit the ball with
anything less than all of his strength, and he
was constantly hitting his ball off the course.
The concept of "putting" was foreign to
him. The little imp had lost 14 balls when I
stopped counting at the 11th hole.
His mother would just laugh nervously
and remark on how strong he was getting
while his father trotted off to look for each
ball. Every now and then his father would
lean over and give him some helpful advice
like "don't hit the ball so damn hard!"
Their game ended on the 12th hole when
the boy whacked his mother in the shin on a
backswing. In an unmatched display of tact
and self-control I managed to keep from
laughing until they were out of earshot, but it
was several minutes before I could continue
the game.
It turned out to be a pretty good day for me
and I ended up two under par. I use my own
par, of course, which I calculate by taking
my final score and adding two. If you ask
me, people who use the course par are lazy.

Life and
other jokes

, Y fi by Kent Sligh
I went to play miniature golf last Saturday.
Miniature golf, of course, is where parents
take their children to learn how to swear.
I don't care who you are, about the fourth
time your ball bounces off the top of a ramp
and rolls back down to the starling tee, you
will say some kind of bad word.
I don't know why we call them"bad words."
I think these words are tremendously help
ful. Nothing calms the savage temper like a
really satisfying profanity.
Mother Theresa couldn't help but mutter
some foul curse if her ball struck a wooden
obstacle and ricocheted off the course.
A miniature golf course is not a good place
to take a date. I mention this because some
times readerscome to me to ask for advice on
dating. I am, by the way, not a good person
to ask for this kind of advice, because I
haven't been on a date since before President
Reagan was shot (I am fairly certain that the
two events arc not related to each other).
I can tell you, however, that miniature golf
courses arc not conducive to romance. The
nature of the game discourages it. You will
laugh at your date, she will laugh at you, and
you will both hate each other afterwards.
Typical romantic conversations at mini
ature golf courses go something like this:
JULIET: I can't believe that you are
SO INSENSITIVE that you laugh when my
ball goes into the water trap!
ROMEO: Well it's FUNNY! Andbesides,
you laughed when my ball hit the windmill
and and rolled behind the post!
JULIET: I hate you.
ROMEO: / hate you too.
In miniature golf, it doesn't matter if you
win or lose, it's who is in front of you that
counts.

Calvin and Hobbes
V Hi, DAD.' IT'S ME,
HELLO?
CALVIN. WILL
J YOU TELL ME A
STORY ?

CALVIN, I'M AT WORK.'
I DON'T HAVE TIME TO TELL
YOU A STORY NOW/ I'M
VERY 80SY.' GET OFF DIE
PHONE. I'M EXPECTING
IMPORTANT CAliS.

by Bill Watterson
OK, DAD. I'LL OUST STAY
HERE OUIETLY GROWING OP
AT AN UNBELIEVABLE RATE,
NEVER SPENDING MUCH SPECIAL
TIME WITH MY OWN DAD,
WHO'S ALWAYS WORKING.
I

s*ik_

RIGHT, RIGHT, THIS \S THE

STORY OF DIE HYDRAULIC PUMP
(Ptq.l), THE WHEELSUAFT FLANGE
(Fig. 2), AND THE EVIL PATENT
INFRINGEMENT.
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V-ball Team Ends Season
Men's Basketball: Impressive Wins
To Take Lobo Classic Title
by Chris Orr
The University of San Diego men's
basketball team opened their 1988-1989
season with a pair of impressive wins at the
University of New Mexico Tournament to
win the title during the Thanksgiving
weekend.
They began the tournament by beating
Lehigh University 68-58 last Saturday. The
Toreros got off to a slow start in the first half
shooting only 34.8 percent form the field,
while Lehigh converted 45.8 percentof their
attempts. The score was 28-22 in favor of
Lehigh at half time.
The second half of the ballgame saw a
different USD team as they cranked out 44
points to Lehigh's28. The Toreros made 56
percent of its second half attempts while
Lehigh only sent 34.6 of its attempts through
the hoop.
Junior Craig Cottrcll was the points leader
for USD with 21 points while playing starting
forward. Freshman guard Gylan Douin was
the next player in double digits for USD with
12 points and sophomore center Dondi Bell
scored 10 points for the Toreros.
Scott Layer was the high scorer for Lehigh
with 11 points, followed by Neal Fenton with
10 points and Chris Block who scored 8.
USD continued its winning wayson Sunday
against New Mexico in the Lobo Classic.
The Toreros beat the Lobo's 64-53 before a
crowd of 16,889.
In the first half New Mexico jumped out to
an early lead with a 13-0 scoring drive.
Danny Means ignited the Toreros with a
three pointer however and USD went on its

own 15-4 run on the boards. USD scoring
run to sent them into the half with a 27-26
lead.
The Toreros shot over 35 percent form the
floor in the first half tothe Lobo's47 percent.
USD hit 4 of its ten attempts from three point
land and one free throw to make up the
difference.
The second half was played very close right
up to the end. It took a 9-0 run by USD begun
by two free throws by freshman guard
Wayman Strickland to pull away from a 4848 lie with only 1:23 left in the game.
Strickland led the Toreros is scoring with
14 points. Gylan Dotlin and Dondi Bell each
scored 9 points while Danny Means and
junior Craig Cottrell each score 8 points.
In thesecond half USD outshoi New Mexico
41 percent to 39 percent, hit 2 of 5 three
pointers and sank 11 of its 15 free throws.
New Mexico only made 3 of its 8 free throws
and 2 free throws. The Toreros bench
outscorcd the Lobo's bench 30-10.
The win left USD with a tournament
championship and a 2-0 start for its brand
new season. The Toreros finished second in
the same tournament in 1985 Forward Craig
Cottrcll, center Dondi Bell and guard
Wayman Strickland were named to the Lobo
Classic All-Tournament team.
The Toreros will play its next game on the
road as they Lakeon the Gauchos of UC Santa
Barbara on December 3, Saturday. The
game will be televised on PrimeTicket cable
channel 16 beginning at 5:00 pm. So get to
a cable readyTV and watch the Toreros play.

Sporting Events November 29-December 4
Women's Swimming: Wednesday, November 30 - Sunday December 4
Catholic National Championships LeSalle
University - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Crew: Saturday, December 3 - Christmas Regatta - Long Beach, CA
Sunday, December 4 vs. San Diego State - Mission Beach
7:00pm
Men's Tennis: Tuesday, November 29 - Sunday, December 4 - San
Diego All College Tournament - USD and Grossmont
College.

by Chris Orr
The University of San Diego volleyball team ended its 1988season in a tough way
by dropping its last match at home and twoon the road. They were beat by Santa Clara
in four games in the Sports Center, San Francisco in three games and St. Mary in five.
The Toreras end the season with a 4-10 West Coast Athletic Conference record and
10-17 overall. The 4-10 was good for a sixth place finish in an eight team conference.
A bright spot in the season was the play of Angie Rais, a sophomore transfer. She
led the conference with her .322 hitting percentage. She also tallied up 299 kills and
129 blocks on the season. For the record she committed only 85 errors for the year.
Rais teamed up with sophomore Suzanne LeSatz at the net to lead the Toreras to a
fourth place national ranking in blocking average (3.718).
Other distinguished players this year were seniors Jody Connors, Ruth Bajo and
Teresa Myers.

Rugby To Begin Run For Title
by Jonathan Canedo
In the last pre-season match of the year,
USD's Rugby Club defeated Loyola Marymount by a margin of 15-9. The Toreros
played a good game as they ended their
preseason with a record of 4-3-1.
But now the Toreros turn their attention to
the regular season as they host UC Riverside
in their season opener this Saturday. The
game starts at 1:00 pm at either Collier Field
or West Point Field. As of press lime, no
decision as to where the game will be played
had yet been made.
This game also starts USD's climb to a
conference title as the Toreros have a good
shot at wrapping up their conference. The
Toreros play in the Southern California
Collegiate Conferenceat the Division 11 level.
And if USD does win the title, then they
would have the oppurtunity to move up to
Division I play. But first the Toreros have to
prove that they are the best in their confer
ence. They will start that long road this
weekend.
The team and their coach, Steve Hernan
dez, are confident that the team will do well
and believe they have the talent and desire to
go all the way.

hopes that the team will which a point where
they are among the best in the Pacific Coast,
a goal which is reachable for this talented
team.
Tim "Spooge" Hite, club secretary and
scrumhalf, stated that the team will be very
successful this year as long as they continue
to play with the intensity they showed
throughout the preseason. His sentiments
were echoed by John Penroth, who also plays
scrumhalf. Penroth also added that "the
game should be high scoring and I believe
that we will crush Riverside." Jonathan
Edwards, a sophomore flyhalf, said "the team
rucks well and has the potential to go far this
season." He continued, adding "we haveour
own style which we play very well."
The club hopes to exploit mistakes made by
Riverside, which is in their first year. Re
gardless, the Toreros should win, mistakes
by Riverside or not. The team gave a strong
showing in the Tuscon Tournament and has
proved themselves capable of winning and
giving strong performances.
As the season goes through the spring
semester, the team welcomes anyone inter
ested in playing rugby. Practices are Tues
days and Thursdays at West Point Field

Women's B-Ball Splits Openers
by Suzanne Poremba
During the Thanksgiving weekend, the
University of San Diego women's basketball
team, travenlcd to Bangor, Maine to play in
a tournament against the University of Maine
and Duke University.
The Toreras split the season opener games

first by beating Maine 52-49, but then losing
to Duke in the semifinals 64-56.
In the Maine game, junior guard Candida
Echeverria led the team to victory with 21
points. Echeverria and sophomore Molly
Hunter each had seven rebounds.
In the semifinal match, the Toreras lost to
Continued on page 14

STUDENT SPECIAL ^
CUT & STYLE
1U
Women's Regular $20 Men's Regular $16
'More Specials
Foil Highlighting
Full Weave $35
Touch-up $25
Perms $30
(long hair extra)

Manicures/pedicures 20%off
Acrylic Nails (Full set) $25

YOGURT & TREAT
SHOPPES
MIDWAY PLAZA
3445 MIDWAY DR. 223-0088
• Fresh Baked Cookies • Ice Cream
show USD ID CARD and receive 15% off any purchase

Specials good with ad through 12/20/88

Not valid when stylist is requested

(May not be used with any other coupon)

SELIAS HAIR DESIGN

268-8865

Full Service

7608 Linda Vista Road

Across the street from El Polio Loco
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Saturday Surf Contest A Success
But Not For USD Club

Intercollegiate Sports And
The Couch Potato

by Brian McEvilly
The conditions for the first inter-collegiate surf challenge between USD, Point
Loma Nazarene and San Diego S tate University at Ocean Beach last Saturday, were
as good as could be expected.
The waist high surf remained consistent throughout the day and went from good to
fair.
The contest was hosted by the USD Surf Club and ran quite smoothly. The three
schools all pitched in for a perpetual cup to be retained by the winner until the next
challenge. This time the cup went home with Point Loma.
With the top surfers like Ricky Irons and Robbie Farrow, the Point Loma team
proved to be a real powerhouse.
USD had an uphill battle with top surfer Mike Dennis out with a back injury. This
was compounded by a few no-shows. Furthermore, Mike DeNicola, who went out
of his way to surf for the team while simultaneously surfing a NSSA contest in
Tourmaline. Dennis eventually had to drop out as his heat times conflicted and he
couldn't continue in the Challenge.
These handicaps showed clearly in USD's last place finish. The main goal of this
contest was to provide practice for the upcoming NSSA season.
USD has the ability, the team is just going to have to unite all of its forces in order
to beat teams like Point Loma in the future.

Womens B-Ball mmmmm
Continued from page 13
Duke. This timeboth Echeverria and Hunter
fouled out of the game but not before
Echeverria scored the team high 19 points.
Junior center Christi English along with
Echeverria grabbed ten rebounds each off of
the boards.
The young Toreras are now 1-1 for the
season. The 1988-89 team is unique in that
there arc no seniors on the squad. Coach
Kathy Marpe is relying entirely on juniors,
sophomores and freshmen.
Among the freshmen vying for starting

spots are guards Julie Doris and Debbie
Gollnick andLynda Jones at center/forward.
Rachael Chism another freshman was
expected to play this season but is currently
on the injured list with a knee injury.
Echeverria was recently named the first
West Coast Athletic Conference player of
the week for the 1988-1989 season. In the
tournament she was 14-16 from the free
throw line.
The Toreras first home game will be played
Tuesday, December 20 at 7:30 against UC
Irvine in the USD Sports Center.

Sportstalk
by Chris Orr
If Bartyle and James were to come to USD
"Thank you for your support." would not be
what they would say about USD sports fans.
"Where the hell is everybody? is probably
what they would ask.
Granted the problem of no student support
of sports is probably evident on a lot of other
college campuses but it is the USD problem
Iam adressing.
It seems to me that much of our student
population spends a lot of its timecomplaining
about nothing to do or having too much to
study. Well tome there is an obvious solution.
Support USD athletics.
The average attendance for most of the
soccer season was probably around 100 or
so. Volleyball games had even less. Unless
the game is a special event, where it's hip to
be seen, like Homecoming or league
championship USDstudentsdon'trcally care
about Torero sports.
It's really a shame too, because while for
the most part the athletes arc init for personal
betterment, they would appreciate support
from the school too.
It doesn't cost anything if your a student.

and they make ideal studybreaks. If you
want to get away from the books, check the
old schedule and see if there is a sports event
going on.
If you are one of those who only goes to the
games if it promises to be good, then think
about this, several times this season the
Toreros will be playing Loyola Marymount
in basketball.
For non-sports fans Loyola was the top
scoring team in the NCAA last year and
made an impressive showing in the
championship tournament. Notas impressive
as the UNLV Rebels, but impressive.
Two seasons ago the Toreros also made it to
thefirstround of the Tournament. This year?
Who knows? Cinderella stories are not
uncommon and we have a good team this
year.
To date the USD Basketball team has begun
its season with a pair of impressive wins to
take the Lobo Classic title.
When you do manage to go to a game there
are a few things to keep in mind. Don't be
rude. Yelling at the referees or the players
will acomplish nothing and make you look
dumb.
The refs know considerably more than you
do and everyone makes mistakes. Keep this
in mind and win or loseeveryone will have a
good lime. Thank you for your support

Editors Note:

The Sports section of the Vista would like to hear from any member of a Spring
semester intercollegiate team or club who would like to write stories about their sport.
Wc arc located downstairs in the University center in Student Publications.

We invite you
to earn up to four units at SDSU's Winter session
SDSU's Wintersession - January 9 - 27,1989
Call 594-5152 for a free schedule!
To register....
• Register in person or by mail. In-person registration begins Dec. 5th.
• Registration Office open from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm„ Monday -Friday.
(Closed 1:00-2:00 pm daily and from 8:30-9:30 a.m. Fridays.
The office will close Dec. 22-January 2 and at noon on Dec. 16.)

Best of all
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

admission to SDSU not required
most courses $90 per unit
most courses transferable (contact your USD advisor for applicability)
short intensive courses
uncrowded campus
no parking congestion
MasterCard, VISA, cash, check, money order accepted

How to get here....
Take I-8 to College Ave. (south). Turn right on Montezuma, right at 55th St. and right into
Parking Lot K . Walk east to the College of Extended Studies Registration Office, #6 West
Plaza Mall (across from SDSU Stadium - see map in schedule)

Call 594-5152 and a free schedule
will be mailed to you.

EXTENDED
STUDIES
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Everybody's Out Intercepts Dawgs LaDue's Gang Overcomes FLAFT
It was a beautiful superbowl Sunday at the
West Point Field: 68 degrees with a 12 mph
breeze blowing out of the north west.-All that
was missing for this A-league flag football
championship game wasthe Goodyear blimp.
Every body's Out won the tossand marched
70 yards in eight minutes and thirty seconds.
The culmination of the drive was a 3 yard
scoring pass from Eric Thopson to league
MVP Brian Moss. The Dawgs answered
right back with a six minute drive that ended
with an 18 yard touchdown run by Andy
Roberts that tied the score at six.
Everybody's Out started their next series
with a 65 yard bomb form Thompson to
Mike McCabe. Then Thompson connected
with Moss for the score and Bruce Nishioka
for the extra point and a 13-6 halftime lead.
In the second half, the Dawgs came back
with a 15 yard scoring pass from Sean Baron

to Mark Webber on a well conceived clear
out play. Baron then hit Casinelli for a two
point conversion giving the Dawgs a 14-13
lead,
The defenses then stiffened (finally!) and
with time running out, the Dawgs had the
ball third and five from the 35 yard line.
However, a Baron pass intended for Roberts
was picked off by Bill Wilson. With 30
seconds left, Thompson hit McCabe and
Everybody's Out had a 19-4 championship
victory. The Dawgs did try two desperation
haiimary's butcame away with no points and
no t-shirts.
If they can still find their way to the field (it
has been a month since the semifinals). Phi
Kappa Theta and Sigma Chi will square off
for the B-league championship on Sunday,
Dec. 4. Phi Kappa Theta is a 6-point
favorite for this 10:00am contest.

Square Pan Players of The Week
The easiest choice the IM department has
had to make this year was in choosing Margo
Mullally as Square Pan IM Player of the
Week. Mullally showed why she is the
dominant female tennis player as she de
feated Holly Roloff 6-0 and then teamed
with Brett Burns to defeat Roloff and Dave
Bernaucr6-5. The result was an 18-7 cham
pionship mixed doubles tennis victory.
Jim Spina seemed to be everywhere last
weekend. First, it was 3x3 basketball on

Friday and a playoff clinching victory. Sat
urday was more basketball and his unranked
Season on the Brink advanced to the semi
finals and look the top seed to three games
before falling. Sunday was OTL and al
though Spina may not have planned on play
ing, there he was filling in for Delta Tau
Delta and becoming easily their best player.
For doing it all, Jim Spina is also named
Square Pan IM Player of the Week.

As this semester's powder puff tournament
came to a close, one thing was certain:
FLAFT certainly wasn't lousy. However, if
Cloey DelSanto's team really was "woman"
as they claimed, then the ladies from the
Over The Hill Gang were super women. A
first half sewing pass from LaDue to Tammy
Kelly was enough for the Over The Hill
Gang to run their tournament record to 5-0
and take a 7-0 championship game victory
from the surprising FLAFT.
Quite simply put, this was an outstanking
tournament. Seven teams and over 100
women competed from 9:00am to 4:00pm
and when it was over each team was a story
in itself. In order of final ranking, here is a
brief summary of how each team fared:
1.) Over the Hill Gang- No team has
dominated this tournament as thoroughly
since... Well, last year's champions. It is
unfortunate the the "basketball team" could
not play this year because the match-up would
have been terrific. As far as this year's
competition, the Over The Hill Gang
outscored their opponents 88-0. Onoffense,
it was Cheri LaDue to receivers Linda An
derson and Tammy Kelly and no one was
able to slow them down. Their unscored
upon defense was led by the speed of Kathy
Whitaker, Tara Allgood, Kcndra Peters, and
Kim John as well as the absolute tenaciousness of Liz Savage.
2.) FLAFT (The Final Chapter)- This
team was the epitone of what intramurals is
all about. The addition of Emelie Tirre, Ann
Caro and Meg Estey certainly did make this
team competitive for achange. Tirre had two
interceptions and a touchdown pass and Estey
added a touchdown run as FLAFT had a 20-1 record before their championship game
loss. However, wins and losses were not the
story here. The t-shirts, the singing, the
running through a "Go FLAFT" banner at
the start of the game, and Tom Pchl and Ken
Grimes doing play by play and color com

back from the brink of defeat. First, a 15 yard
run tied the game against FLAFT. Then, a
long scoring pass to Andrea Clark avoided a
loss against The Last Spit. Only the Over
the Hill Gang proved to be too much in a 140 semifinal loss.
4.) Sigma Pi- The second most spirited
team was also the one with the most players
- probably enough for three teams. Sigma Pi
advanced to the semifinals fefore losing a
tough7-6decision to FLAFT. In the process,
Sigma Pi showcased the talents of Katey
Potts. On the very first play from scrim
mage. Potts took off with a 70 yard touch
down pass to enable her team to tie WBG's
6-6. In the big showdown against Sigma
Chi, Potts punted twice for an average of
fifty five yards and one of the kicks led
indirectly toa safety and a 2-0 Sigma Pi win.
Against FLAFT, Angie Anderson threw the
only touchdown pass, but guess who caught
it?
5.)The Last Spit- AngcloLombardo's team
was considered a contender for this year's
title, but why is anybody's guess. After an
opening game 6-0 loss to FLAFT, The Last
Spit needed a win against 12 Ounces At a
Time to secure a playoff berth. Donna
Lagana quickly put them up 7-0 with a touch
down reception, but when the opposition
came back to tie the game, The LastSpit had
played their final game.
6.)Sigmu Chi Athletic Supporters- This
once championship team was decimated by
that dread disease "Party-itis." Withanumber
ofkey playersaffected by thisailmcnt,Sigma
Chi failed for the first time to make the
playoff round. They did however show
moments of their old brilliance. Against the
WBG's, Kris Stewart hit Maria Peck for a
touchdown and their defense added a safety
while shutting down Krista Sorcnson and
company 8-0. Were it not for "the punt" by
Sigma Pi.ihcSigma ChiAthleticSuppoters
may just have made the final four again.

mentary on each game was this team's leg
acy.
3.) 12 Oz. at a Time- For a team that was
favored to win this tournament, a third place
finish would seem disappointing. However,
it must be noted that Lisa Ziomkowski's
team had to play both finalists and only lost
to one of them. Twice, Ziomkowski came up
with big plays to bring the "softball team"

7.) WBG's- Considered an outsider at the
start, Veronica Bustamonte's team was sur
prisingly competitive. Despite not winning
any games, the WBG's did manage to tie
Sigma Pi on a 70 yard run by Liz Green. In
addition, only an unnccccssary roughness
penally prevented them from scoring the
only points that the Over The Hill Gang
would have allowed in the tournament.

Tennis Champs Overcome Elements
This time the odds-makers were wrong, but
so were the weathermen. It was supposed to
rain all day and the matches were to be
canceled, but with a little help from the
religious studies teachers, the sky cleared
and all was ready for tennis. Well, every
thing except for the drains on the Sports
Center tennis courts which did not work.
After a little adjustment and a slight delay
things finally got going.
The first match, pitted #1 ranked Taking
Bets against #3 ranked Brent and Margo.
Brent Burns faced a sizable task taking on
Dave Bcmauer (Taking Bets) who had yet
to lose a set in either the men's or the co-rcc
divisions. Holly Roloff (Taking Bets) also
faced an uphill battle as she took on first team
all-star Margo Mullally. When the singles
scores were recorded, one underdog came
away victorious while the other has suc-

cumbcd to defeat. Burns and Mullally both
won their sets 6-2 and 6-0, respectively. The
two teams braved the cold and finished the
match with Brent and Margo taking the
doubles set 6-5 and and the match 18-7.
Congratulations to both teams!!!
The second match of the day, which was
delayed due to a flooded court, featured the
# 1 seeded Sem prin i Brothers against the #2
seeded Help. When the doubles match was
completed, the Sem prin i Brothers had taken
a slight lead winning 6-4. In the singles
matches, Help tried a new strategy playing
Bcrnd Vallingojer against Tony Girolami
while Mori Mesforoosh look on Richard
Ehrman. The plan appeared sound since
each group matched up well, but when the
sets ended the Semprini Brothers came
away victorious.

Important Note: The IM department would like to take a group picture of all Square
Pam IM Players of the Week from this semester.
All players of the week from this
semester are asked to be at the Sports Center Tuesday. December 6 at 12:00 noon.

IM Distinctions Nov. 14-20
Over-The-Line
Game of the Week: Lame at This Game vs Bringin' the Wood
Team of the Week: Lame at This Game
Player of the Week: Ed Schlesier (Lame at This Game)
Mens Flag Football- A league
Game of the Week: Dawg vs Everybody's Out
Team of the Week: Everybody's Out
Player of the Week: Eric Thompson (Everybody's Out)
Mens Doubles Tennis - B league
Match of the Week: Help vs Semprini Brothers
Team of the Week: Semprini Brothers
Player of the Week: Richard Ehrman (Semprini Brothers)
Mixed Doubles Tennis - A league
Match of the Week: Brent and Margo vs Taking Bets
Team of the Week: Brent and Margo
Male Player of the Week: Brent Burns (Brent and Margo)
Female Player of the Week: Margo Mullally (Brent and Margo)
Mens 3x3 Basketball - A League
Match of the Week: Chill's Gay vs Season on the Brink
Team of the Week: Dream Team III
Player of the Week: Lionel DcMorst (Dream Team III)
Mens 3x3 Basketball - B League
Match of the Week: Foreign Exchange vs Straight Shots
Team of the Week: Foreign Exchange
Player of the Week: Stephane Oury (Foreign Exchange)

All-Star Game Schedule Fall 1988
Saturday. December 3
11:00am
Dive and Dig vs A-league Volleyball All-Stars
12:00 noon Trojan Busters vs B-lcague Volleyball All-Stars
1:00pm
Too Raw For Eddie vs Mens Soccer All-Stars
2:00pm
Buck Naked vs Womens Soccer All-Stars
Sunday. December 4
11:00am
Everybody's Out vs A-league Football All-Stars
12:30 pm
Better Buy The Case vs Co-Rec Softball All-Stars
2:00pm
Doggie Style vs Mens Softball All-Stars
A complete list of all-stars is posted at all the usual IM locations.

3x3 Season Closes
The 3x3 basketball champions were de
cided last Saturday, and to the oddsmakers
dismay, the A-league championship was
not won by the favorite. (2 out of 3isn't bad
though)
In A-league, #1 ranked Chill's Gay was
supposed to have an easy time and walk
away with the shirts after defeating #2
ranked DiMuro Destoyers in the finals.
However the #2 ranked team never made it
having been beaten in thesemis by Dream
Team III, 15-4,15-4.
To topit off. Chill's Gay had a very tough
time in their semifinal matchupagainst Jim
Spina's unranked Season on the Brink.
Spina's team took Chill's Gay to 3 games
but the top team held on 15-12,14-16,158.

In the finals, Dream Team III dominated
every aspect of the game. With Lionel
DcMorst's rebounding, Pat Marsh's outside
shooting and Eric Diamond's assisting,
Anthony Eros' Chill's Gay didn't have a
chance. Dream Team III downed Chill's
Gay by a score of 15-8,15-6.
The story was quite different in B-league,
however. The predictions were right on.
The championship game had the #1 and #2
team, with the #1 ranked Foreign
Exchange (previously Johnston)
prevailing. Foreign Exchange reached
the finals by defeating Circle Jerks (15-3,
15-3) while#2 ranked StraightShotshad
a tougher road to the finals. They defeated
Deep in the Hole 15-6, 15-4 and Seb's
Boys 15-3,15-2 to have the right to go for
the shirts.
At first glance, the B-league finals seemed
more like the NBA championships.
Foreign Exchange jumped out to a one
game lead winning 16-14 but Straights
Shots rebounded back by taking the next
one 15-13. The third game went back and
forth until Phil Isbcll and StephaneOury of
Foreign Exchange decided to take charge
and over powered Quinn Campbell's
Straight Shots by a score of 15-12.
In the women's division. Buck It was vir
tually unopposed as they came away with
the shirts.

We apologize: Emelie Tirre and Julie Thurman were unintentionally left off
last week's list of Water Polo all-stars. Tirre of AIA earned first team honors
while Thurman of Wet and Wide should have been listed as a second team
member.

Flag Football All-Stars
A-league
First Team-Offense
Greg Moll-Sigma Pi
SeanBaron-Dawgs
Bill Miltner-Hit and Run
Chris Stout - Dawgs
Andy Roberts- Dawgs
Kevin Carlin-Dawgs
John Savage-Wrecking Crew
Second Team-Offense
Eric Thompson-Eveiybody's Out
Pat Connolly-Deep Sixers
John Scott-Hwang Poon Tang Boys
Brian Moss-Everybody's Out
Lars Perry-Evcrybody's Out
Jeff Barker - Sigma Pi
Tom Gorman - EMB's
Defense
John Savage-Wrecking Crew
John Denvir-Hit and Run
Walter Menck-Hit and Run
Charlie Wickstrand-Sigma Pi
Pat Casinclli-Dawgs
Lars Perry-Everybody's Out
Kevin Mcchan-H wang Poon Tang
Chris McPhcarson-Deep Sixers
A-league MVP: Brian Moss
B-league
Offense
Rick Anderson -Guardians of Hell
Todd Jordan- Phi Kappa Theta
Devin Bundy - Sigma Chi
Mark Bale- Sigma Chi
Pete Ditzhazy- Phi Kappa Theta
KC Gallagher- Phi Kappa Theta
Marty Holbus- Phi Kappa Theta
Defense
BJ Hibble - Sigma Chi
Rick Waters- Right Wingers
Daron Watts- Phi Kappa Theta
Craig Austin - Phi Kappa Theta
Ray Wang- Charlie's Commandos
Kevin Gonzalez- Right Wingers
John Hoffman- Spleefmcn
Eric Brown- Right Wingers
B-league MVP: Rick Anderson

